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Wendy Marquis Art
Capturing the Rural Romance of Montana and the American West
Whether you live in Montana, you’ve spent time here, or you dream of one day visiting our
beautiful wide-open spaces and gorgeous landscapes, Montana and the American West hold a
special fascination for you.
Nature, backcountry landscapes, ranches and the animals that inhabit them, old trucks and
rural scenery – these are the subjects you’re drawn to in the art you collect, a vision of the
West full of nostalgia and romanticism.
Whether you grew up on a ranch, come from a rural background, or you’re a committed city
dweller, you want art that reflects these quintessential Western motifs in a contemporary way,
and brings the romance of the American West into your home.

Welcome to Wendy Marquis Art.
I’m artist Wendy Marquis. My work is a contemporary interpretation of old pickup trucks,
Montana landscapes, farm and ranch animals, grain bins, barns, and other iconic rural Western
scenery, but with a modern vibe. I like to say that I “capture rural romance.”
My paintings, prints, cards and other work embody the essence of the rural west: big blue skies,
billowy clouds, towering trees, fields full of tall grasses, and the old trucks embedded in these
landscapes.
My aim is to create art that is timeless, art that honors and preserves ephemeral scenes that
may not be around forever, and to capture a place that rests in the past and in the present of
the rustic American West.
I envision my collectors sitting in front of one of my paintings, feeling the heat of the sun and
the openness of the vast and beautiful Montana landscape, dreaming themselves right into the
painting.
I invite you to view more of my work in my Gallery here, where you can view both prints and
originals, [Bold copy will link to Gallery page] or learn more about me here. [Bold copy will link
to About page].
I also teach fun & social “Cocktails & Creativity” art classes in which I give step-by-step
instruction to students as they create their paintings in my incredible studio and gallery in an
historic one-hundred-year-old bank building. [Bold copy will link to your Art Classes page].
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If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me here. [Bold copy will link to your
Contact page].
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